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Abstract 
The Diophantine Problem of Frobenius is to find a formula for the least integer not 
representable as a nonnegative linear form of positive integers. A reduction formula for the 
Diophantine Problem of Frobenius is presented. The formula can be applied whenever there 
are common divisors of the coefficients except for the whole set of them. The reduction formula 
is expressed in terms of the least common multiple of the coefficients. For some classes of 
coefficients this formula gives an exact answer for the problem of Frobenius, and these classes 
are fully characterized in the paper. 
O. Introduction 
The following problem of Frobenius is open for over a century: 
Given n relatively prime integers 1 <. a~ <<.... <<. a.. Find the greatest number 
g(a~ .. . . .  a.) such that there do not exist nonnegative numbers x~ .. . . .  x.  satisfying 
g ~ a lx  I -b "'" q- anX n. 
Such g = g(al . . . . .  a.) is called the Frobenius number of al . . . . .  a.. 
The problem was encountered by the second author during the investigations in the 
theory of concurrency - - a part of computer science. One of the problems attacked in 
[8] was reduced to the Frobenius problem. The author proved in [4] that the 
Frobenius number is always less than (n - 1)[A] where [A] denotes the least com- 
mon multiple of A = {al . . . . .  a.}. 
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Schinzel pointed out the connection of this result to Theorem 2 of [1] which states 
a better bound. Define 
T(al, a,) = ~ ( d'- ' ) 
" ' ' '  i=1 T - -  1 ai, (l) 
where do = 0, d~ = gcd(al ..... a~) for i >/ 1. Note that in the cited paper of Brauer the 
Frobenius number is defined with the requirement that all x~ must be positive, hence 
the function T lacks the -y~ ai component there. We have chosen a more recent 
formulation of the Frobenius problem allowing nonnegative x~'s. 
Brauer proves that g(al . . . . .  a.) <~ T(a~ ..... a.). A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the equality of g and T is presented in [3]. The condition, however, is indirect: we 
have g(al . . . . .  a,) = T(al . . . . .  a,) iff ai+ 1/di + 1 has a representation by al /d l  . . . . .  ai/di 
for all i = 2, 3 ..... n - 1. Hence to determine the validity of the condition one must 
solve the representability problem. We are going to characterize directly a subclass of 
systems for which g = T - -  the class of fiat systems and to present a symmetrical 
formula for 9, independent of the order of coefficients. Note that the value for 
T depends on the order of the coefficients; the appropriate permutation of coefficients 
giving the value T = 9 must be determined by the above criterion of representability. 
Flat systems are such that for some i: a~ = q~ ..-q~_ l q~+ ~ "'" q, with each qi being 
the greatest common divisor of {a~ ..... ai- l ,ai÷~ ... . .  a,}. As we shall show, 
9(al . . . . .  a,) = y~ (q i -  1)a~- 1-I q~ in the case of fiat systems. 
Define 
B(al . . . . .  a,) = (n - 1)[A] - ~ ai. 
It is easy to check that T(al . . . . .  a.) <~ B(al ..... a.) (each of the first n - 1 components 
of T is at most [A]). We are able to characterize the class of systems for which 
9(al . . . . .  a,) = B(al ..... a.). They form a subclass of flat systems and we call them 
strongly fiat. Such systems are of the form ai = ql "'" qi- 1 qi+ ~ "" q, for some pairwise 
prime q~ ..... q.. Note that the formula 9(a~ .. . . .  a.) = (n - 1)[A] - y~ ai is a generaliz- 
ation of a known formula of Schur for n = 2: O(al, a2) = alaz - al - a2. All systems 
for n = 2 are strongly flat. 
Moreover, whenever q~ > 1 for some i, we shall give a reduction formula of the 
Frobenius problem. We call such systems almost fiat. The formula presented in this 
paper is a generalization of the method given in [3]. 
In fact, our solution of the Frobenius problem for flat (and strongly flat) systems is 
a result of the proposed reduction. In case of flat systems the proposed reduction leads 
to trivial systems (with a~ = 1). 
Few words on why the name fiat has been chosen for the considered class of 
systems. When we look at natural numbers as infinite vectors indexed by primes with 
values being coefficients of decomposition, pairs of numbers can be called orthooonal 
when they share no common divisor ('direction') and this name appears in the 
literature. The systems considered in this paper do share directions (subsets of A have 
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common divisors). The more they share, the more similar are the 'directions' the 
vectors point at, and the smaller are the 'angles' between them. So the systems are 
more 'flat' from this point of view. 
The bound B(al . . . . .  a,) for g(al ..... a,) can be better than any of the bounds 
presented in [5-7, 9] especially when we deal with almost flat systems. 
1. Reduction of almost flat systems 
All sums and products are from 1 to n unless otherwise stated. Note that if ax = 1 
then 9(al ..... a,) = - 1. Since we allow the equality of coefficients, we shall talk about 
multisets of coefficients rather than sets. By IX]  we denote the least common multiple 
of the multiset X. Let 
A={a l  ..... a.}, (al ..... a . )= l ,  l~<al<~.. .~<a. ,  
[A] 
z : {z l  . . . . .  z .} ,  zt =- - ,  
at 
Q = {qx ..... qn}, qt = gcd(A\{at}), 
zt 
M = {m 1 . . . . .  ran} , rn t =- - ,  
qt 
[M] 
. . . . .  a t= 
mt 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the above definitions. 
Lemma 1.1. 
qttq j ,  V i~ j ,  (2) 
[A] = [Z] = [M] l-I qt, (3) 
[M] = [/~],  (4) 
ffltla i Vi. (5) 
Proof. (2): If for some i # j there exists a divisor q of qt and qj then q, from the 
definition, divides all coefficients a l ... . .  a,. Since the coefficients are relatively prime, 
q = 1, so qi and qj are relatively prime. 
(3): The first equality is classical. To prove the second equality we shall show that 
[Z] and [M] I-I qi have the same divisors. 
' [Z]  I [M] 1-I q[: Let pk I [Z-I for some prime p and natural k. There exists i such that 
pklzt = mtqt. That means pUlmt and pVlqt for some u, v, where u + v = k. Hence pUl[M ], 
pVl I-I qt, and finally pkl[M] 1- I qt. 
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' [M]  I-I qil [Z] ' :  Let pk[[M] I] qi. Then pUl [M]  and pV II] qi for some u, v, where 
u + v = k. So there exist i and j such that p"lmj and, because of (2), f'[q~lat, l ~ i. 
If i= j  then pVlqj, so pklmjq j = zgl[Z], else ff'laj and f lmj l z j .  Hence pklzjaj = 
[A] = EZ]. 
(4): Classical as the first equality of (3). 
(5): ai = [A]/zi ~ [M] [  l qj/zi = [M]I-I qj/(miqi) = rnl-I qj/qi, so thilai. [] 
Let us be precise at the beginning what systems we call fiat. We suggest to 
distinguish 3 shades of flatness: 
Definition 1.1. We call the multiset of relatively prime numbers A = l al . . . . .  a~ } 
• SF stronglyflat iff Vi: al = [I qi/qi 
• Ff lat  iff 3i: ai = lq ql/qi 
. AF almostflat iff 3i: qi > 1. 
Note that SF G F and if we restrict ourselves to systems with al > 1: F ___ AF. 
We start with presenting a formula for g valid for all systems. 
Theorem 1.2. g(al . . . . .  a,) = [A] (~ 1/mi + gm/[M]) - ~,ai where gm = g(rfil, ...,tfi,). 
Proof. Let R = {r~, . . . ,G} be any multiset of natural numbers such that 
airi = 1 (mod qi). (6) 
For any number v e t~ we define numbers ~i: 0 ~< gi < qi as follows: 
vi = vri (mod qi). (7) 
Note that if qi = 1 then vi = 0. 
It is known that for any d e N there exist xl . . . . .  x.  ~ 7/such that 
d = ~, xia~. (8) 
But then for every i 
d = xiai (mod qi) (9) 
(remember that from the definition qJaj for i C j). Thus 
(6) 19) (7) 
xi = xiairi = dri =[li (mod qi), 
SO 
Xl = kiqi + ~ll (10) 
for some integer k~. Substituting the last equality into Eq. (8) we obtain 
d = ~ klqlai + ~ ai~ll. (11) 
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Since q~lY~ k~q~ai nd q~ ± qj for i # j ,  we have lq q~lY~ k~q~a~ = (d - S ~lia~). This obser- 
vation allows to define the following function f :  Z ~ Z: 
'( ) f (d )= ~ d -  Z d, a, . 
The function f has the following property: 
If di = qi - 1 for all i = 1 . . . . .  n and e > d then f(e) >f(d) .  
(This holds because e > d and ~ ~< d~.) But 
= ~., ki q' [A] [M]  -Ek  --m, 
(,) 
So if f (d)  = g,. = g(M) then for some i: ki < 0 so for the same i: xi < 0 (see (10)). 
Taking into account ( , )  we obtain g = max{d: f (d)  = g,.}, hence g is a number for 
which f (g)  = g,. and 0i = q i -  1. So 
1( t g,, = f (g) = ~ g - ~ ~ial 
and, solving this equality for g, we get 
g = g,,, I-I ql + Z Oial = g,, I ]  qi + E (qi - 1)ai = ~., qia, + g,,, l-I qi - E ai 
Finally, taking into account (3) we obtain 
- -  + - ~ ai. [~ (12)  g - [A] m, 
The above formula can be seen as a result of several applications of the following 
formula presented in [3]. 
.... ' d ,a. +(d -1)a , ,  (13)  
where d is the greatest common divisor of al , . . . ,  a,_ 1. In the formula (13) we do not 
require that the coefficients al . . . . .  a, are ordered. 
Note that applying formula (13) several times we can finally obtain the Frobenius 
problem reduced to the calculation of g,, = glr~ .. . . .  r~,). But the Frobenius problem 
is to find a formula, rather than an algorithm, for determining . F rom this point of 
view, Theorem 1.2 is a step forward in comparison to (13). Our formula will be used 
next for a straightforward characterization of systems for which gm= - 1. 
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Note that the formula (12) has an equivalent form of 
[7 = ~ qiai q- [Tin I-I qi -- ~ ai. (14) 
If we deal with an almost fiat system, we can reduce in one step the problem of finding 
the Frobenius number to a smaller system, as we shall see, no longer almost fiat. 
2. Frobenius number for fiat systems 
Brauer and Seelbinder present in [2] a sufficient and necessary condition for the 
equality T(a~ . . . . .  an) = #(a~ . . . . .  a,). The characterization, however, is indirect. The 
equality holds iff ai+l /d i÷l  has a representation by a l /d l  . . . . .  aJdi  for all 
i = 2,3 ..... n - 1. 
As it will be proved later, the class of flat systems is a subclass of the systems for 
which the equality T = # holds. 
When the system is fiat, the one-step reduction using the formula (12) presented in
the previous section (as well as in general many-step reduction of (13)) leads to 
a system for which we are able to calculate [7. In the sequel, we shall present a solution 
of the Frobenius problem for the case of fiat (and strongly fiat) systems. 
The class of flat and strongly fiat systems can be easily characterized by arithmetic 
means. 
Lemma 2.1. (i) A is f lat  iff ~ i: Fni = 1. 
(ii) A is stronf ly  f lat  iff V i: ff~i = 1. 
Proof. ( i )A is flat iff 3i: a i=Iqq Jq i~( [_A] / [M] ) (mi /z i )=(mi / [M] )a i  iff 3i: 
[ .M]/mi = ffl = 1. 
(ii) A is strongly flat iff V i: al = lq qi/qi = (mi / [M] )a i  iff V i: n~i = I. [] 
Below we present hree observations. 
Proposition 2.2. M is never almost fiat. 
Proof. Assume that for some i: k l~ j  for al l j  :/: i. Let bj = r~i/k for j  ~ i. In this case 
a~ = (N  qi/qj)lhi = ([-I q i /q j)kbj .  So qik lgcd(al  . . . . .  a i - l ,a i÷ l  . . . . .  a,) = qi. So k = 1, 
hence .M is not almost flat. [] 
Corollary 2.3. l f  ffl is strongly f lat  then for  all i: r~i = 1. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.2 we have 
qi = gcd0hl, ...,n~i-1,~i÷1 ..... n~,) = 1. 
for all i. [] 
that .~t is not almost flat. That means 
Since ~t is strongly flat, n~i = l-I qj/qi = 1 
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Lemma 2.4. I f  ql . . . . .  q, = 1 and 9(A) = (n - I ) [A] - Y~ai then Yi: ai = 1. 
Proof. First we shall prove by induction on n starting from n = 3 the following 
equivalent implication: 
(V i :q i=  1)A(3 i :a i> l )  ~ 9(A)<(n-1) [A] -~a i  
Basis: For n = 3 we assume without loss of generality that 1 ~< al ~< a2 < a3. Since 
all q~ = 1, all a~ are pairwise prime. Moreover, a 3 ~< ala2a 3 and ala2 < ala2a3. 
So 
ala2 < 2ala2a3 - a3  (15) 
and 
9(at,az,a3) <~ 9(al ,az)  
[11 
a la  2 - -  a 1 - -  a 2 
(15) 
< 2a la2a3 - -  a l  - -  a2  - -  a3  
3 
= 2[A]  - Y" a,. 
i= I  
Step: 1 = q. = gcd(al . . . . .  a . - l ) ,  so 
9(al . . . . .  a.) <<. 9(a1, . . . ,a._ 1) 
n- I  
~<(n-2) [A ._ l ] -  ~ ai 
i=1  
n -1  
~<(n-2)EA] -  ~ a i+[A] -a .  
i=1  
= (n -  1 ) [A] -  ~ a~. 
i=1  
If a. # [A] then the third inequality is sharp. 
If a .=[A]  and a i> l  for some l<~i<~n-1  then Vi: gcd(A\{ai ,  a .} )= 
gcd(A\{ai}) = qi = 1. In this case we may use the induction hypothesis replacing the 
second inequality into the sharp one. 
I ra1  . . . . .  a . _ l=  1 then a .> l  and (n -1 ) [A] -~a i=(n-1)a . -n+l -  
a .=(n -  1 ) (a . -  l ) -a .>/2(a . -  1 ) -a .=a. -2~>0>g(A)=- l ,  so the in- 
equality is sharp as well. 
This ends the induction. To complete the proof observe that in case n = 1: al = 1 
and in case n = 2:a2 = ql = 1 = q2 = al so the assertion is true either. [] 
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As a consequence of the above lemmas and Theorem 1.2 we obtain the following 
results for flat and strongly flat systems: 
Theorem 2.5. A is flat if and only if 
E l  1 ) 
o(A) = mi [~,/] [A] - ~ ai. (16) 
Proof. (~)  Assume 9(A) =(5~ 1 /mi -  1 / [M] ) [A] -~.a i .  Since (12) holds, 
9,. = 9(~/ )= -1 ,  which means that for some i: Ihi = [M]/mi = 1, which means 
flatness of A by Lemma 2.1. 
(~)  A is flat, so by Lemma 2.1 there exists i: nqi = 1, hence 
O,. = O(~t) = O(1,tfi2 . . . . .  rfi,) = -1 .  
The result follows directly from Theorem 1.2. [] 
Note that according to (14), the formula (16) has an equivalent form of 
g(A) = ~ (qi - 1)ai - I-I qi. 
Now we are ready to prove that flat systems are a subclass of systems for which 
T(al . . . . .  a,) = 9(al . . . . .  a,). 
Proposition 2.6. I rA  is flat then there exists a permutation bl . . . . .  b. oral . . . . .  a, such 
that T(bl . . . . .  b,) = 9(al . . . . .  a,). 
Proof. When A is flat, there exists k such that ak = 1-Iqi/qk. Define bl . . . . .  b. 
be a permutation of al . . . . .  a. such that bl =ak. Notice that bl =Q/q l ,  
b2 = r2Q/q2 . . . . .  b, = r,Q/q,, where Q = I] qi and (r;, q l )= 1 for i=  2 .. . . .  n. In this 
case dE = (bl, b2)  = Q/(ql q2), and in general, di = Q/(ql "'" qi). So (di- l/di)bi = qibi and 
i=2 i=1  
/=2 i=1 
= ~ q ib i -  blql - ~"~ bi 
i= l  i= l  
i=1  i=1 
(14) 
= g(bl . . . . .  b.)  = g(a l , . . . ,  a . ) .  
T(bl . . . . .  b.) = 
[] 
In the case of strongly flat systems we obtain a more straightforward characterization. 
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Theorem 2.7. A is strongly flat if and only if 
g(A) = (n -- 1)[A] - ~ ai. (17) 
Proof. (o )  For strongly fiat coefficients aa . . . . .  a.: n~i = 1 for every t, while g,. = - 1. 
(~)  Assume g(A)=(n-1) [A] -~a i .  We shall show that for every i: 
ai = ~ qi/qi. 
Induction on [A]: 
Basis: If [A] = 1 then A is strongly flat. 
Step: (i) When ql . . . . .  q. = 1 and Eq. (17) holds then according to Lemma 2.4 
all a~ = 1, so A is strongly fiat. 
(ii) From the equations g(A) = [A](n - 1) - ~ ai and (12) we conclude that 
~1+ gm 
mi [~-~=n- -  1. 
Solving the above equation for g,, we get 
gm= (n - 1)[M] - ~ [M]~42(n - 1) [M]  - ~ rh,. 
mi 
Whenever some qi > 1, [ /~]  < [A], as it follows from (3) and (4), so by induction 
hypothesis we conclude that the system /~ is strongly flat. From Corollary 2,3 we 
know that [M]  = 1, hence A is strongly flat by Lemma 2.1. [] 
3. Examples 
We present some applications of our results. In Examples 1 and 2 we apply a single 
formula to caicualte g; in Example 3 after obtaining a non-almost flat system we 
remove one repeated coefficient obtaining another almost flat system ready for further 
reduction, which finally leads to the happy end. 
Example 1. Find 9(210, 330, 385, 462). 
Solution: 
A 210 330 385 462 
Z 11 7 6 5 
Q 11 7 6 5 
M 1 1 1 1 
A4" 1 1 1 1 
[A] = 2310 
We can see that A is strongly flat, becuase of ml . . . . .  m,= 1. So 
g(al ... . .  a,) = (n -  1)[A] - Y, ai = 3 .2310-  (210 + 330 + 385 + 462) = 5543. 
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Example 2. Find 9(385, 420, 462, 660). 
Solution: 
A 385 420 462 660 
Z 12 11 10 7 
Q 6 11 5 7 
M 2 1 2 1 
2~/ 1 2 1 2 
[A] = 4620 
[M]  = 2 
A is flat (m2 = 1). So o(a~ ..... a,) = [A](y. 1/mi - l / [M])  - Za i  = 4620(½ + 1 + 
½ + 1 - ½) - (385 + 420 + 462 + 660) = 9623. 
To see how the reduction theorem works for almost flat systems that are not flat, we 
may ask if it is possible to obtain an easier system M. At the first glance it seems 
impossible to apply the method twice - -  for no almost flat system A, the system )~ is 
almost flat. Fortunately, after the reduction, when we throw away repeated coeffi- 
cients (or, in general, linear combinations of them), we can obtain a system with less 
number of coefficients that may be again almost flat. In this case we can get 
a significant simplification in reducing the number of different coefficients. 
Example 3. Find 0(22,24,33,36). 
Solution: 
A 22 24 33 36 
Z 36 33 24 22 
Q 3 1 2 1 
M 12 33 12 22 
11 4 11 6 
[A] = 792 
[M]  = 132 
A' 4 6 11 [A'] = 132 
Z'  33 22 12 
Q' 1 1 2 
M' 33 22 6 [M ' ]=66 
/~' 2 3 11 
But since 11=1.3+4.2 ,  0(2, 3 ,11)=9(2 ,3 )=2.3 -2 -3=1.  So 0()~')= 
g(A ' )=132(~+~+6x+~)- (4+6+l l )=13.  
And, finally, o(al ..... a,) = [A](~ 1/mi + O,,/[M]) - ~ ai = 792(~ + ~j + ~ + 
+ ~3-~2) -- (22 + 24 + 33 + 36) = 155. 
4. Conclusions 
We have considered the diophantine problem of Frobenius in systems for which 
there exists a nontrivial divisor of some (n - 1)-element subset of A = al ..... a, 
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(almost fiat systems). For such systems we present a formula for the Frobenius 
number reducing the problem to a smaller system, no longer almost fiat. The 
proposed reduction summarizes the many-step reduction procedure proposed in [3] 
and makes possible getting the result in one step according to a straightforward 
formula. The formula next makes possible characterizations of fiat and strongly fiat 
systems. 
In case of fiat and strongly flat systems - -  subclasses of almost flat systems and of 
systems considered in [2] - -  we give a solution of the Frobenius problem. The 
solution is presented in a direct form independent of the order of coefficients. 
Moreover, determining flatness or strong flatness is an arithmetic procedure and does 
not require deciding representability of some coefficients by the others, as it was 
necessary with the known results of I-2]. 
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